Joint regularization-based image reconstruction by combining data-driven tight frame and total variation for low-dose computed tomography.
Since the excessive radiation dose may induce potential body lesion, the low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) is widely applied for clinical diagnosis and treatment. However, the dose reduction will inevitably cause severe noise and degrade image quality. Most state-of-the-art methods utilize a pre-determined regularizer to account for the prior images, which may be insufficient for the most images acquired in the clinical practice. This study proposed and investigated a joint regularization method combining a data-driven tight frame and total variation (DDTF-TV) to solve this problem. Unlike the existing methods that designed pre-determined sparse transform for image domain, data-driven regularizer introduced a learning strategy to adaptively and iteratively update the framelets of DDTF, which can preferably recover the detailed image structures. The other regularizer, TV term can reconstruct strong edges and suppress noise. The joint term, DDTF-TV, collaboratively affect detail preservation and noise suppression. The proposed new model was efficiently solved by alternating the direction method of the multipliers. Qualitative and quantitative evaluations were carried out in simulation and real data experiments to demonstrate superiority of the proposed DDTF-TV method. Both visual inspection and numerical accuracy analysis show the potential of the proposed method for improving image quality of the LDCT.